Dipolar Self-Assembling in Mixtures of Propylene Carbonate and Dimethyl Sulfoxide as Revealed by the Orientational Entropy.
This article presents the results of static dielectric studies performed on mixtures of two strongly polar liquids important from a technological point of view: propylene carbonate (PC) and dimethyl sulfoxide (DMSO). The dielectric data were analyzed in terms of the molar orientational entropy increment induced by the probing electric field. It was found that the two polar liquids in the neat state reveal quite different molecular organization in terms of dipole-dipole self-assembling: PC exhibits a dipolar coupling of the head-to-tail type, whereas in DMSO one observes extreme restriction of dipolar association in any form. In PC + DMSO mixtures, the disintegration of the dipolar ensembles of PC molecules takes place and the progress of that process is strictly proportional to the concentration of DMSO. The static permittivity of mixtures of such differently self-organized liquids exhibits a positive deviation from the additive rule and the deviation develops symmetrically within the concentration scale.